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UPFRONT WITH NZALPA PRESIDENT

TIM ROBINSON
As we put the finishing touches to
this month’s edition of Uplink, final
preparations are also underway for
NZALPA’s appeal submission to the
Supreme Court of New Zealand.

Convention and Annexes
Standards and Recommendations
into New Zealand domestic aviation
legislation, rules and policy?

As most of you will be aware, NZALPA
was disappointed that the hardfought Court of Appeal decision
instructing the Director of Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) to reconsider
his review of the 90-metre safety area
for an extended Wellington Airport
runway was itself appealed.
This Supreme Court action, brought
by both Wellington International
Airport Limited (WIAL) and the CAA,
will consider whether the Court of
Appeal decision was correct. NZALPA
maintains that the Court of Appeal’s
decision was indeed correctly decided,
that the appeal should be dismissed,
and the Director be again directed to
reconsider his March 2015 decision
should WIAL maintain that application.
Following the submissions delivered
by all parties on August 24 and 25, any
final decision by the Supreme Court
may still be several months away,
also delaying of course, any related
resource management process,
including public consultation, on the
proposed runway extension. You’ll find
more information on our concerns
further in this issue and we’ll keep you
posted on Court developments.
Of course the big event this month
is the 2017 General Election and we
thought it was timely to look at the
wider policies of the main political
parties as they vie for the votes of
New Zealanders.

•

Regarding workplace
representation, do they support
the rights of the union collective
(CEA) to bargain in good faith
under the Employment Relations
Act 2000? Will this allow for
the use of rights and privileges
under the Act so that fair and
just collective agreements can be
sought for its members? NZALPA
believes that these agreements
support aviation safety and the
future of piloting and air traffic
controlling as a fulfilling and
respected profession in New
Zealand.

•

Do they support the rights of
the aviation labour employee to
be treated in good faith in any
employment-related dispute
including personal grievances, CEA
interpretation and CEA compliance?

NZALPA President Tim Robinson.

government, of whatever persuasion,
is sworn in.
We’ve got a lot to do and, if you get
a chance to talk with candidates in
your local electorate, members have
an opportunity to seek views on the
following NZALPA priorities. These
include asking if they:
•

Uphold support for the
sustainable growth and
development of the New Zealand
aviation industry, including the
promotion of fair competition
and the needs of labour in both
international air transport policy
and bilateral/multilateral air
service agreements?

•

Do they support empowering the
New Zealand aviation regulator,
the Civil Aviation Authority, to
oversee the highest standards
in independent and just safety
oversight and regulation?

For more discussion on these issues
essential to our membership, we’re
pleased to also feature this month
two special guest editorials. These
were especially written for Uplink by
respected local economist, the CTU’s
Bill Rosenberg, on the local reality
of atypical employment models.
Meanwhile, from an international
perspective, IFALPA’s James (Jim)
Phillips outlines the current state of
the global aviation industry in regard to
employment practices and conditions.

•

Are they committed to
incorporating ICAO Chicago

It’s going to be a significant
September! Have a safe month.

This month’s Uplink features a broad
brush list of those policies so far
released by the parties which outline
their general approach to employment
relations, immigration, labour, training
and education, along with attitudes to
international trade agreements.
Although these wider policy
announcements don’t address
aviation directly, NZALPA has an active
government relations and outreach
capacity which we intend to ramp up
further when the campaigning and
any coalition talks are over and a
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GENERAL MANAGER’S NOTE

DAWN HANDFORTH
NZALPA’s
membership
is made up of
the majority
of commercial
pilots and air
traffic controllers
in New Zealand.
As a professional General Manager
Dawn Handforth.
association
and union, we
represent employees of the largest
aviation employers in
the country.
However, we also have a burgeoning
general aviation (GA) sector of pilots,
with many of them employees of
small to medium enterprises, who
are less represented by NZALPA and,
consequently, employed or engaged
under poor or sub-standard work
conditions. These are much worse
positions than those of their aviation
colleagues represented by NZALPA in
larger operations.
At present NZALPA has around
300 pilots in its GA membership,
with numbers rising each month as
hardworking pilots faced with atypical
employment practices, such as zerohour contracts, piece-meal pay, or
so-called independent contracts,
realise the importance and benefits of
NZALPA membership.
As Bill Rosenberg highlights in
his guest editorial, these types of
atypical arrangements are becoming
increasingly commonplace and
are affecting New Zealand’s mostvulnerable workers.
What comes as a shock to many
outside the aviation industry is that
it is not uncommon for NZALPA to
hear from pilots operating in the GA
environment who are paid less than
the minimum wage or are working
under conditions in breach of other
statutory provisions.
It’s sad to think that these employees
feel they are stuck in the situation
they are in, usually reluctant to raise
this with their employer – or allow
NZALPA to raise it on their behalf
– because, due to their precarious
position, complaining is seen to be
career limiting.

When pilots are hesitant to raise
operational issues or other concerns
such as fatigue it is not just them, but
also the travelling public, who may be
at risk.
Atypical employment models
make NZALPA’s, and other unions’,
negotiation of robust collective
employment agreements, and having
this right protected under legislation,
even more important than ever.
However, under the current
Government, New Zealand’s
employment law changed in 2015
to allow employers to opt out of
multi-employer collective agreements,
and, as a consequence, individual
relations are almost solely based
around individual bargaining.
Collective bargaining is limited to
enterprise bargaining, with the
exception of historical multi-employer
collective agreements (MECAs).
There are significant benefits to
being employed under a collective
agreement: as Victoria University’s
Centre for Labour, Employment
and Work reported in August, in
2016 only 48% of employees in New
Zealand not covered by a collective
agreement received a pay rise
during the year, compared to 99% of
workers employed under collective
agreements who did get a pay rise.
Furthermore, from 1980 to 2010,
the density of collective bargaining
use reduced by 53 percent and,
over a similar period (1982-2008),
unsurprisingly real wages (wages
adjusted with inflation) reduced
nationally by 25 percent.
Within OECD nations, New Zealand is
rare because the number of workers
covered by collective agreements
is less than workers belonging to
a union. For example, France has
8 percent union density, but 98
percent of the workforce is covered
by collective agreements. However,
in New Zealand, only 17.7 percent
of the national workforce are union
members. In the private sector the
situation is worse, with only 9 percent
of employees being members of a
union. Significantly, only around 15
percent of our country’s workforce is
covered by a collective agreement.
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Add to this the fact that private sector
SMEs have lower union membership
numbers than larger enterprises and
we see that enterprise bargaining
combined with voluntary unionism is
slow and ineffective at achieving all of
the conditions workers need.
As a union, the challenge is to engage
with employers – and especially SMEs –
in a constructive, interest-based way in
order to prevent atypical employment
practices becoming the norm for us
who work locally in aviation. This is
why we are growing in the GA sector
where collective agreements are
rare and difficult to negotiate – it is
absolutely necessary to stop a ‘race
to the bottom’ regarding terms and
conditions of employment.
One such initiative to address these
concerns has been put forward by the
Labour Party – a proposal to develop
Fair Pay Agreements (FPAs). These
agreements would involve relevant
stakeholders (including unions) and
employers and, with the assistance of
the Employment Relations Authority,
would create agreements that
covered minimum conditions, such as
wages, allowances, weekend and night
rates, hours of work and leave for
workers, all based on the employment
standards that apply in that industry.
In addition, collective agreements and
individual employment agreements
could not provide terms and
conditions that were less, or worse,
than FPAs.
We await with interest whether
other parties will promote policy
that enables us to better protect
the security of employment of our
members, and particularly our more
vulnerable GA members.
Regardless of what is promoted by
the parties within our government,
NZALPA will continue to collaborate
with relevant bodies and employers
to ensure that the models negatively
impacting the aviation industry in
Europe and elsewhere overseas do
not become common practice in
New Zealand.
Have a great month.

GUEST EDITORIAL

THE FUTURE PILOT
PROMINENT IFALPA MEMBER JAMES (JIM) PHILLIPS IS DIRECTOR OF
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AT ALPA IN GERMANY. HE WORKS FOR AIR BERLIN
AS CAPTAIN A330.
During the last few years I have
been having more concerns about
our profession and whether we,
the Professional Pilot Associations,
are equipped to deal with the new
challenges that we face as an industry.
Due to advances in technology,
we have seen a decline in accident
rates. There’s no argument over this
benefit but technology is not the only
change we have seen. Following the
EU liberalisation in the 1990’s we
experienced rapid growth, with new
airlines opening (and sometimes
closing) within one year.
Those airlines that have survived,
did so due to ruthless strategies or
operating in a niche market.
In Europe we have been battling
to maintain a certain status for
pilots. This status is not about our
salaries but how we are viewed by
management, governments and the
traveling public.
The results of two studies
commissioned by the EU, Ghent
University and London School
of Economics, have proved that
European pilots do not feel respected

by management and, even more
shockingly, that more and more safety
decisions made by flight crew are
being questioned by their employers.
This, combined with atypical
employment contracts where pilots
have no rights, is making the following
examples an almost daily occurrence
in the EU.
•

Justification being required
when flight crew elect not to use
Captain’s Discretion in extending
their flight duty period.

•

Pilots being reluctant to make fuel
decisions – “I can always divert”.

•

Pilots being interviewed by
management after 3-4 sick days.

•

Vacations and part-time
arrangements being cancelled
without notice.

•

Terms and conditions in collective
contracts not being honoured due
to personnel shortages.

•

Personnel planning stretched to a
limit where the operation cannot
function – even if all pilots are never
sick, fly to the maximum flight/duty
period and never take a vacation.

We are in the final stages of
consolidation in Europe and pilots
who did not retire at age 60 are
entering retirement now at 65. This
means that the excess of pilots
which we have had for the last 15
years is slowly ending, but with what
consequences?
We now have a pilot body which has
been trained from day one, through
atypical employment contracts,
to keep a very low profile and are
reluctant to make decisions, for
fear of losing their jobs. Even those
pilots who went through airline
bankruptcies and managed to stay
flying in Europe, are often reluctant to
speak up and voice their concerns.
The Pilot Associations in Europe are
working hard on many educational
programs. These include:
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•

Lobbying government authorities
and politicians.

•

Educating young pilots just
beginning their career.

•

Educating flight students and
cadets.

•

Finding other partners who have
the same or similar issues.

•

Supporting studies to reveal the
issues.

In this market, those who are
active recognise the need for huge
investment in the education projects;
these often are not so much about
funding issues, but more often lack
of people to undertake them. If you
have not yet been affected by such
liberalisation, consider yourself
lucky but also forewarned. In many
international institutions, a push for
complete liberalisation is ongoing and,
through support of powerful lobbying
bodies, like the tourism industry, they
are successful in achieving their goals.
In Europe, we are pursuing many
different ways of action at the same
time, as we do not know where the
most success will come and that there
is no simple solution. My favoured
action is to achieve direct employment
for all safety personnel, this includes
flight deck crew, cabin crew and key
ground staff including maintenance.
Without the requirement of direct
employment, dubious employers will
continue to find loopholes and exploit
workers where they can.
More than ever, we need solidarity
amongst ourselves and to try and
find partners with similar challenges.
If we don´t stick together, even the
best technology will not help keep
our industry at the safety standard
we enjoy.
To quote Michael Enzi “If you’re not at
the table, you’re on the menu”.
Personally, I like to be at the table.

GUEST EDITORIAL

NON-STANDARD EMPLOYMENT IN NEW ZEALAND
BILL ROSENBERG, ECONOMIST AND POLICY DIRECTOR, NEW ZEALAND COUNCIL OF TRADE UNIONS
hour employment which required
employees to be on call without pay
and no guarantee of employment. It is
common in the fast food, hotel, retail
and security industries.

There is growing international
concern about the breakdown of
“standard” employment relationships,
usually defined as a permanent,
full time employee-employer
relationship. Some alternative
arrangements can lead to insecure
and exploitative conditions.
Not all alternatives are undesirable.
For example, part time work enables
parents to mix work with looking
after their families. Casual or labour
hire work may suit some people if
they genuinely have the flexibility to
choose when to accept work and are
not punished for declining.
Some people prefer the perceived
freedom of “being their own boss”
through self-employment.
The problems come when these are
not genuine choices or their reality
reflects employers taking advantage
of their superior bargaining power.
It is difficult to quantify the extent
of all varieties of non-standard
relationships. However, new
questions in Statistics New Zealand’s
quarterly Household Labour Force
Survey shed some light.
In June this year, out of the 2.067
million employees in New Zealand, 91
percent were permanent employees,
5 percent casual, 3 percent fixed
term, and 0.4 percent employed
through a labour hire agency. One
percent were in seasonal work or not
otherwise categorised.

Bill Rosenberg.

Just over one in five (21 percent)
of employees and self-employed
were part-time. There were 463,000
people whose main income came
from self-employment.
In 2012 over 30 percent of the labour
force, excluding employers, were
insecure because they had temporary
jobs, were permanent workers
expecting job loss within a year, were
unemployed, or were in particularly
insecure self-employment .
“Forthcoming research finds 37
percent of the self-employed earned
an hourly rate less than the minimum
wage in June 2016.”
However there are relationships whose
frequency we cannot quantify but are
sufficiently common to be a concern.
Last year law changes restricted
the use of “availability” or zero-

Employers in some industries,
including telecommunications, film,
courier and road freight, make use of
contractors in place of employees in a
“dependent contractor” relationship.
The contractor is dependent on one
person for work but has none of the
statutory protections of employees
such as minimum wages, leave
entitlements, personal grievance rights,
or the right to collective bargaining.
“Posting” is where an overseasbased employer brings employees
into New Zealand. It raises the
question as to which country’s
employment law applies.
NZALPA members will be well aware
of recent litigation in the airline
industry. It was also the subject of a
recent Employment Court case taken
by the Rail and Maritime Transport
Union. The union unsuccessfully
challenged, among other matters,
the pay and conditions under which
Chinese workers worked in New
Zealand when removing asbestos
from locomotives their (Chinese)
employer had supplied. The
employment conditions of posted
workers are a major issue in Europe
and may grow here with proposals
by overseas-based construction
companies to bring in their own
workforces and operate under their
own laws.
Many of these practices have in
common employers with lazy
business practices or a determination
to avoid their responsibilities as
an employer in order to reduce
costs, shifting the costs onto their
employees or society.
These practices often leave employees
isolated and unable to take advantage
of collective bargaining and union
representation. This is rolling social
and economic advances back to the
nineteenth century.
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NEGOTIATIONS UPDATE
Current and ongoing negotiations involving NZALPA are detailed below. For any related queries, please email
office@nzalpa.org.nz
JETCONNECT
– Advocate Mark Dignan

AIR NELSON
– Advocate Mark Dignan

The Jetconnect negotiation team met
with Jetconnect management on 31
July and 1 August. The primary focus
of those two days was to further
the progress on rostered day off
(RDO) definition and protections.
Member feedback has indicated
that the combination of the current
collective agreement’s definition of
a day (as ‘a period of 24 hours’) and
the introduction of “back of the clock”
flying to Jetconnect has negatively
impacted quality and quantity of pilot
time free of duty.

Over the course of July and August,
the NZALPA negotiation team met
with Air Nelson management as part
of the ongoing collective agreement
negotiation. A number of meetings
were jointly attended by the Mount
Cook negotiation team.

While increasing the number of RDOs
has been a priority, the quality of
these days off must be protected.
Achieving a common understanding
between the parties on this issue
has been challenging. The point
focused on by the NZALPA bargaining
team is the impact of reserve duties
immediately prior to RDOs, annual
leave or days in lieu, where the pilot is
expected to cover “back of the clock”
flying. The team has worked toward
a definition of a day as ‘24 hours
from midnight to midnight’, along
with restrictions on duty extensions
beyond midnight into an RDO, annual
leave or lieu day for reasons other
than delay or disruption. While
work on the interests of quality and
quantity of RDOs continues, the
pilot bargaining team believes both
parties now have a significantly better
understanding of the issue, and are
closer to achieving an agreement in
principle, and will continue work in the
coming meetings.

The team worked on the core
interests tabled by NZALPA:
1. Work/life balance (e.g. time away
from base)
2. Accommodation provisions
3. Allowances
Air Nelson management has now
delivered an overview of a potential
package for settlement. The content
of this package is currently being
presented to members for their input
and feedback .
MOUNT COOK
– Advocate Mark Dignan
The Mount Cook bargaining
team has spent much of July and
August meeting with Mount Cook
management as part of their ongoing
collective agreement negotiation.
On occasion, these meetings have
involved the Air Nelson negotiation
team. The Mount Cook team also
focused on the core interests tabled
by NZALPA:
1. Work/life balance (e.g. time away
from base)
2. Accommodation provisions
3. Allowances
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Mount Cook management has also
delivered an overview of a potential
package for settlement. The content
of this package is in the process of
being presented to members for their
input and feedback.
AIR NEW ZEALAND
– Advocate Adam Nicholson
The negotiation team is currently in
preparation for negotiations scheduled
to commence early next year.
AIRWAYS
– Advocate Adam Nicholson
The negotiation team is currently in
preparation for negotiations scheduled
to commence early next year.
VIRGIN AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND
– Advocate Adam Nicholson
The VANZ settlement was ratified on
Monday, 14 August. This concludes
collective bargaining for this group
of pilots.
JETSTAR REGIONAL
– Advocate Adam Nicholson
The Jetstar Regional negotiations
are continuing with the new NZALPA
negotiations team. (As reported
last month, members of the former
negotiation team all found positions
with other airlines and left the
company.) Some progress has been
made and negotiations will continue
this month.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COUNCIL CONFIRMED, BUSY AGENDA AHEAD
Members of NZALPA’s Air Traffic
Control (ATC) Council have been
confirmed and the new-look,
11-person line-up has met to
decide on their particular roles and
responsibilities for the year ahead.
Newly-appointed ATC Director,
Christchurch-based Jim Dunn said the
Council had welcomed back several
highly experienced members who
have returned to again to lend their
time and knowledge to the union.
This return of established members
into these governance roles is
significant, Dunn said, as New
Zealand’s ATCs and industry
colleagues globally face a number of
challenges due to unprecedented and
rapid change.
Members of the Council have their
distinct portfolios relating to their
interests and expertise. These roles
include technical, industrial, medical
and welfare, and communications
responsibilities.
Dunn said that the major priority
for the Council will be working more
closely with Airways New Zealand

management as it consults and
looks to implement its 2028 Strategy,
including the roll out of a new $58m air
traffic management platform over the
next four years.
“NZALPA playing its part in how this
ambitious strategy and new thinking
is implemented will be essential to the
project’s success. Our membership
represents the most important facet
of any strategic implementation its highly trained, experienced and
dedicated workforce,” Dunn said.
“Now the new Council is in place, we’ll
be organising formal meetings with
Airways management and, as well as
working through the 2028 Strategy
issues, we’ll be looking for further
areas of common ground.”
Another priority for the Council will be
to improve internal communications,
between both the Council and ATC
members, and also with the wider
NZALPA membership.
“Its essential that as well as working
through issues, the ATC Council keeps
our colleagues and the membership
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abreast of developments and
decisions,” Dunn said.
Up to eleven NZALPA members have
been co-opted on the committee and
these are:
ATC Director
Jim Dunn
Admin Head
Greg Okeroa
Industrial
Dave Mainwaring
Technical
Kelvin Vercoe
Med/Welfare
Scotty Herbert
Leave Bank
Jason Robson
New Member Liaison
Dan Woodhouse
Secretary
Rupert Robertshawe
Council members
Mark (Spot) Wilson
Tim Whitehead
Mike Bishop

NZALPA TO HOST THIS YEAR’S IFATCA’S
ASIA PACIFIC REGIONAL MEETING
More than 100 air traffic controllers
from around the Asia-Pacific region
and beyond will come together for
the International Federation of Air
Traffic Controllers’ Associations
(IFATCA) regional meeting in
Wellington next month.
NZALPA will host the prestigious
annual event, for the first time since
1994, with sponsorship from the
Contingency Fund Trust.
“We’re honoured to have been asked
to host this year’s event,” air traffic
controller and regional meeting
organiser Jeremy Thompson said.
“It goes a long way in showing how
respected New Zealand’s aviation
scene is and also gives the countries
within the region a chance to share
their experiences over the past year,
from which we can all learn.”
The three-day meeting (19-21
October) will incorporate guest
speakers, workshops, presentations,
opportunities for discussion and
social events.
The main day of proceedings will
coincide with International Day of the
Air Traffic Controller marked on 20
October every year.

Four speakers have been confirmed.
IFATCA President, Chief Executive
Officer and working controller
Patrik Peters will be presenting on
automation and also on the impacts
of fatigue.
“It’s great to have Patrik back after
the valuable contributions he made
at the NZALPA conference in June,”
Thompson said.
“He’ll be able to report on current
issues affecting our colleagues in
Europe and knowledge he has from
working closely with controllers on
other continents.”
Philippe Domogala, who is well known
for his contribution as editor of The
Controller magazine and also for his
30 years’ experience as a controller
for Eurocontrol, will speak on Just
Culture and what that means for
employers and controllers as the
industry changes.
The Chair of the UK’s union for air
traffic controllers, Prospect, and
board member of the International
Transport Workers’ Federation, Paul
Winstanley, will share his experience
in the UK as the industry trials
remote and virtual towers through
employer NATS.

“The UK are in a position where
they have a shortage of air traffic
controllers and don’t quite have the
technology in place to cope with this
shortage,” Thompson said.
“Paul will be able to tell us what is
working and what’s not when it comes
to alternative tower choices.”
The fourth speaker, IFATCA’s Executive
Vice President Mike O’Neill, is a
controller in Hong Kong. He will focus
on following standard procedures
and the benefits of following standard
departure and arrival procedures
(SIDS and STARS) and how that
impacts on pilot planning.
Mike will also conduct a workshop on
these procedures and how different
regions are doing things.
Every member country of the AsiaPacific region will also have the
opportunity to present a 12-month
activity report that will facilitate
discussion on traffic trends, rosters,
staff, employers, new technology,
project and any accidents or nearmiss situations.
The meeting will conclude with a
presentation by NZALPA’s Chris
Miller, who will present on the ATC’s
professional standards programme as
it is put into practice in New Zealand.
“NZALPA is really leading the way in
its support of controllers and dispute
management,” Thompson said.
“Part of the meeting will include
time to highlight the benefits of the
professional standards programme
and how it is helping our controllers.”

CREDIT: ANGELO GIAMPICCOLO / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The NZALPA team organising the
event has confirmed that this
year’s theme will be automation in
the workforce, which will look at

the changing role of the air traffic
controller and how they adapt to
automation, and how technology is
affecting the role.

The regional meeting will attract
delegates from the Asia-Pacific
region, but also from countries such
as Russia.
“All delegates are committed to
looking to explore ways in which they
can work together in preparation for
the drastic increase in air traffic over
the next few years,” Thompson said.
IFATCA represents more than 50,000
professional ATCs from more than
100 countries.
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NZALPA TO JOIN CAA’S SECTOR RISK PROFILE WORKSHOP
NZALPA has received an invitation
from the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
inviting a representative to a Sector
Risk Profile workshop in October.

gives the CAA and the sector greater
freedom to plan and use resources
for innovation and measured risk
management,” CAA documents state.

The invitation, from the CAA’s Deputy
Director General Aviation Steve Moore
and Deputy Director Air Transport and
Airworthiness Mark Hughes comes
after NZALPA advocate Tom Buckley
approached the CAA about being
more involved with identifying risks
within the general aviation (GA) sector.

Buckley is looking forward to working
collaboratively with the CAA and other
industry stakeholders to review and
improve the safety of the helicopter
and small plane pilots, and work
on ways in which new or enhanced
methods can be implemented to
manage these risks.

The Sector Risk Profile Follow-up
workshop will focus on helicopter
and small aeroplane operations and
how to minimise risks as part of their
safety management system (SMS).

“NZALPA has a lot of experienced
helicopter and fixed-wing pilots in our
membership, and it’s important that
their opinions on risks are heard,”
Buckley said.

The CAA conveys that, by addressing
individual elements of risk within a
sector the overall accident rate and
costs to the sector can be reduced.
Sector risk profiles will also help to
inform participants and the CAA where
to target its activity and resources.

“I will be liaising with our members
so we can take informed input to the
workshop, and we will be engaging
with NZALPA helicopter pilots
throughout the Sector Risk Profile
project. Improving the safety of the
working pilots and the travelling
public is always a priority.”

“Sector risk profiling drives continuous
improvement of safety benefits within
the sectors. Managing risk reduces
uncertainty associated with safety
and business performance and

The Sector Risk Profile includes
phase one – review and update of
risks relevant to the sector through
a survey and data analysis – and
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phase two, which involves further
engagement between stakeholders
and CAA to identify risk owners and
possible controls and treatments.
Work will conclude with a treatment
action plan made available to all
organisations in the sector.
At the time of writing, a survey
was being distributed to sector
stakeholders. NZALPA will keep you
updated in future editions of Uplink.
For more information about the
Sector Risk Profile project, visit http://
www.caa.govt.nz/safety-info/
safety-reports/sector-risk-profiles/

CREDIT: ALEXANDER PIRAGIS / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

NZALPA AND CAA WORK ON FATIGUE RISK MANAGEMENT FOR
HELICOPTER AND SMALL PLANE OPERATORS
NZALPA general aviation (GA)
representatives are collaborating with
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) on
fatigue risk management for GA pilots
and the helicopter and small plane
operations in which they work.
In July, a fatigue focussed external
workshop initiated by the CAA
kick-started the campaign with key
industry stakeholders.
“Fatigue remains a serious issue
for many in the GA sector,” NZALPA
advocate Tom Buckley said.
“When we consider the pressures
of pilot supply issues and increased
demand on flight instructors, we have
a situation where we need to protect
the mental wellbeing of these pilots
for the safety of themselves and the
travelling public.
“We consider fatigue levels as a
key aspect of maintaining optimum
mental wellbeing. As New Zealand’s
leading industries – tourism,
agriculture and forestry – continue

to grow, the economic pressures for
employers increase and we need to
make sure pilots at every level are not
exposed to fatigue and the increased
risk that comes from it.”
The fatigue workshops will address
regulations rule Part 135 (air
operations – helicopters and small
aeroplanes) and Part 141 (aviation
training organisations), which both
make reference to responsibilities and
systems around flight crew fatigue.
The initial workshop unearthed
feedback from many stakeholders,
including and not limited to:
•

Fatigue is not just about rostering.

•

Tools should be tailored to
different sectors of aviation
– should be organised into
individual, organisation and
regulator.

•

Fatigue is an industry-wide issue
and affects everybody and is part
of “shift work”.
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•

Communication between
management and pilots is key to
highlighting early and major signs of
fatigue – more honesty is needed.

•

Relevant information is currently
available through Worksafe.

•

Fatigue is a grey area – things
we use to measure fatigue are
different for everybody and there
are many influences to fatigue.

•

The regulators (CAA) should be
putting frameworks in place to
educate/communicate.

At time of writing, the CAA Technical
Committee were meeting to
coordinate NZALPA’s input into its
next workstream. NZALPA will keep
GA members updated with the
outcomes from follow-up workshops.
Any GA members with questions
about fatigue management can email
general.aviation@nzalpa.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND NEWS

AIR LINKS FROM NZ TO ANGOLA ON THE
RADAR
The New Zealand Herald’s Aviation,
tourism and energy writer Grant
Bradley reported that flights between
New Zealand and China are set to
significantly increase this year with the
signing of new air services deals.
From a limit of seven a week just five
years ago, nearly 60 flights now go
in both directions, and Transport
Minister Simon Bridges hopes this will
soon increase to 70.
This would allow more flights,
primarily by Chinese carriers, but he
said Air New Zealand could expand its
services too.

Although air services agreements
do not guarantee flights will start,
they are required by international
conventions and provide the
foundations for services between
countries. Such agreements are
largely responsible for the big surge
in travel by New Zealanders. The
number of Kiwis travelling overseas
has risen fivefold in the past 38 years
to more than 1.1 million a year.
For the full NZ Herald story, see
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/
business/news/article.cfm?c_
id=3&objectid=11897723

BLACK BOX FOR
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
Radio New Zealand’s Eric
Frykberg reported that light
aircraft look likely to be fitted
with a small scale version of an
airliner’s black box.
The Civil Aviation Authority
favours the idea, as does the
Transport Accident Investigation
Commission, but some legal
issues remain to be resolved.
A plane’s black box has multiple
recording devices inside a
fortified container and, once
recovered from a crash site, can
provide invaluable information on
what caused an accident.
The Transport Accident
Investigation Commission called
for similar recorders to be
installed in light aircraft last year.

Myanmar and Angola have also asked
to start formal negotiations.

Queenstown aviation pioneer
Louisa Patterson, whose son died
in a helicopter crash in 2015, has
developed a version smaller than
those used in jets - about the size
of a pocket camera.
CREDIT: CHAMELEONSEYE / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

“It is a high definition video
mounted in the cockpit,” she said.
“It will show you the instrument
panel around a scope of 160
degrees and will have audio input.
“It is called the ‘Eye in the Sky’
for obvious reasons. They say
a picture is worth a thousand
words but a video is priceless and
that is what this is.”

AUSTRALASIAN AVIATION LOBBY GROUP
APPOINTS NEW BOSS
In late July, Fairfax reported that
Pharmaceutical Society of Australia
executive director of policy,
advocacy and innovation Alison
Roberts has been named the first
boss of Airlines for Australia and
New Zealand (A4ANZ).
A4NZ was set up in March as a
collaboration between Air New
Zealand and rival airlines Qantas,

Jetstar, Virgin Australia, TigerAir
Australia and Regional Express (Rex).
The trans-Tasman aviation lobby group
was formed to tackle issues including
the fees and facilities at airports.
For the full Stuff.co.nz story,
see https://www.stuff.co.nz/
business/95180448/australasianaviation-lobby-group-appointsnew-boss
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Ms Patterson hoped devices
like this would make it easier to
understand crashes and make
aviation safer.
Her business partner Tom
McCready, a former air
accident inspector, said the
technology might improve the
imprecise business of accident
investigations.
For the full Radio New Zealand
story, see http://www.radionz.
co.nz/news/national/335931/
queenstown-aviation-pioneerdesigns-black-box-for-lightaircraft

NEW ZEALAND NEWS

FAMILY CHALLENGE ROBINSON HELICOPTER CO CRASH CLAIMS
The New Zealand Herald reported
that the frustrated family of a young
man who died while in a Robinson
helicopter lashed out at the
company’s safety boss at this year’s
Aviation New Zealand conference.
Robinson Helicopter Company
director of flight safety Bob Muse
was in Hamilton to address safety
concerns around its helicopters – the
R22 and R44.
Among those killed in recent years
were trainee pilot James PattersonGardner, 18, and senior instructor
Steven Combe during a mast bump in
a Robinson R44 helicopter in February
2015. Mast bumping is when the
inboard end of a main rotor blade

contacts the main rotor drive shaft
(the mast).
All mast-bump accidents in New
Zealand in the past 10 years and
all fatal mast-bump crashes in the
past 25 years involved Robinson
helicopters, according to Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) data.
Muse told the conference the figures
around helicopter crashes needed
to be kept in proportion, and argued
just as many crashes were occurring
involving other brands.
Using CAA crash statistics relating to
accidents between 2000 and 2017,
he said the AS350 had 34 accidents
and six fatalities compared with its

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

DOT TENTATIVELY APPROVES NORWEGIAN
UK AIR PERMIT
Air Transport World has reported that
the US has tentatively granted low-cost
carrier (LCC) Norwegian UK a foreign
air permit, saying it sees no persuasive
basis to deny the application.

CREDIT: EQROY / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

This comes more than 18 months
after Norwegian filed its application

in December 2015. The application
was met with considerable opposition
from US major carriers and their
union groups, including the Air Line
Pilots Association. The labour groups
object to Norwegian’s flight crew
hiring processes.
But in its decision announced late July
14, Department of Transportation
(DOT) said that Norwegian had
demonstrated it was financially
and operationally fit to perform the
services authorised; and found that
the applicant was substantially owned
and effectively controlled by citizens
of the European Union (EU), meaning
that the application is covered by the
US-EU Open Skies agreement.
The UK government also supports
Norwegian UK’s application.
•

Read the full story at ATW
online: http://atwonline.com/
open-skies/dot-tentativelyapproves-norwegianuk-air-permit?NL=ATW04&Issue=ATW-04_20170717
_ATW-
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R44, which had 43 accidents and six
fatalities, and the R22, which had 95
accidents and six fatalities.
He claimed a large number of
the accidents were due to pilots
exceeding the limitations of the
aircraft and went through local
examples of crashes where this
had occurred.
The solution was training and
education and nothing to do with a
problem with the rotor some groups
felt was not designed for New Zealand
conditions, he said.
To read the full New Zealand Herald
story, see: http://www.nzherald.
co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1&objectid=11894588

BOEING BULLISH
AFTER $1.8
BILLION 2Q NET
PROFIT
Boeing reported a secondquarter net profit of $1.8
billion, reversed from a net
loss of $234 million in the
2016 June quarter when the
company incurred several pretax charges—including R&D
charges related to commercial
aircraft programs—that
weighed down earnings.
Boeing’s 2017 second-quarter
revenue dropped 8.5% yearover-year (YOY) to $22.7
billion, but the revenue dip
was outweighed by a 17.5%
decrease in expenses to $18.4
billion, producing an operating
profit of $4.4 billion, up 83.3%
over operating income of $2.4
billion in the 2016 June quarter.
•

Read the full story at ATW
online: http://atwonline.
com/manufacturers/
boeing-bullish-after-18billion-2q-net-profit

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

UK SMALL RPAS MID-AIR COLLISION STUDY PUBLISHED
The Department for Transport,
the Military Aviation Authority and
British Airline Pilots’ Association
commissioned a study into the effects
of a mid-air collision between small
remotely piloted aircraft systems
(RPAS, commonly known as a drones)
and manned aircraft.
The study was conducted by
QinetiQ and Natural Impacts using
laboratory collision testing and
computer modelling. This report was
authored jointly by the commissioning
stakeholders in order to summarise
the findings of this work performed
by QinetiQ, and give consideration to
how the results will be used.
This study aimed to find the lowest
speed at collision where critical damage
could occur to aircraft components.
Critical damage was defined in this
study to mean major structural
damage of the aircraft component
or penetration of drone through the
windscreen into the cockpit.
The study has indicated that:
•

Non-birdstrike certified helicopter
windscreens have very limited
resilience to the impact of a drone,
well below normal cruise speeds.

•

The non-birdstrike certified
helicopter windscreen results can
also be applied to general aviation
aeroplanes which also do not have a
birdstrike certification requirement.

•

Although the birdstrike certified
windscreens tested had greater
resistance than non-birdstrike
certified, they could still be critically
damaged at normal cruise speeds.

•

Helicopter tail rotors are also very
vulnerable to the impact of a drone,
with modelling showing blade
failures from impacts with the
smaller drone components tested.

•

Airliner windscreens are much
more resistant, however, the study
showed that there is a risk of
critical windscreen damage under
certain impact conditions:

•

It was found that critical damage
did not occur at high, but realistic
impact speeds, with the 1.2 kg
class drone components.

•

However, critical damage did occur
to the airliner windscreens at high,
but realistic, impact speeds, with
the 4 kg class drone components
used in this study.

•

The construction of the drone
plays a significant role in the
impact of a collision. Notably, the
400 g class drone components,
which included exposed metal
motors, caused critical failure of
the helicopter windscreens at
lower speeds than the 1.2 kg class
drone components, which had
plastic covering over their motors.
This is believed to have absorbed
some of the shock of the collision,
reducing the impact.

•

The testing and modelling showed
that the drone components used
can cause significantly more
damage than birds of equivalent
masses at speeds lower than
required to meet bird strike
certification standards.

•

Read the full story at UAS
Vision: http://www.uasvision.
com/2017/07/31/uk-smallrpas-mid-air-collision-studypublished/

QATAR AIRWAYS BACKS AWAY FROM AMERICAN INVESTMENT
Qatar Airways said it will no longer
pursue buying a stake in American
Airlines, contending “the investment
no longer meets our objectives.”
Doha-based Qatar Airways surprised
the global airline industry in June
when it announced its intention to
acquire up to a 10% stake in Dallas/
Fort Worth-based American valued at
about $800 million. American made
no secret of its discomfort with the
proposed unsolicited bid. American
chairman and CEO Doug Parker called
the potential investment “puzzling, at
best, and concerning, at worst” in a
letter to employees.

“Qatar Airways has taken the decision
not to proceed with its proposed
passive financial investment in
American Airlines,” Qatar Airways
said in a statement. “Further review
of the proposed financial investment,
taking into account the latest public
disclosure of American Airlines, has
demonstrated that the investment no
longer meets our objectives. Qatar
Airways will continue to investigate
alternative investment opportunities
in the United States of America
and elsewhere that do meet our
objectives. Qatar Airways will continue
to seek opportunities to invest in
global aviation to support the airline’s
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goal to offer the best possible travel
experience for its customers.”
•

Read the full story at ATW online:
http://atwonline.com/airlines/
qatar-airways-backs-awayamerican-investment?NL=ATW04&Issue=ATW-04_20170802_
ATW-04_100&sfvc4enews=42&cl
=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPEN
1000003285663&utm_
campaign=11159&utm_medium
=email&elq2=99531418cbf64f
1bb5a2e6fbd928450c

EU AIRLINES URGE HARD LINE RESPONSE
TO BREXIT
Major continental European
airlines are actively lobbying their
governments to make the UK aviation
sector’s exit from the European Union
(EU) difficult, the CEO of Irish low-cost
carrier (LCC) Ryanair said Aug. 2.

Airlines (SAS), among others—aimed
to achieve this by lobbying for tough
conditions to replace the EU Open
Skies agreement which the UK, as
matters currently stand, will have to exit
when it leaves the EU in March 2019.

Michael O’Leary claimed that carriers
such as Air France and Lufthansa
would be happy to see services
disrupted between the UK and the
rest of Europe for a period of weeks
or months, in order to damage UK
carriers such as British Airways and
UK LCC easyJet.

An agreement on air services will have
to be agreed to by September 2018
at the latest, as airlines publish their
schedules a year ahead and autumn
of that year will be the last available
date for any changes.
•

The damage suffered by major
European carriers if there was a major
disruption of flights would be relatively
small, but much more extensive for
UK airlines, O’Leary said. Those would
include Ryanair, which has a major
network of routes between the UK and
the rest of Europe.
The European airlines—he named Air
France, Lufthansa and Scandinavian

Read the full story at ATW
online: http://atwonline.com/
government-affairs/eu-airlinesurge-hardline-response-brexitsays-ryanair-ceo?NL=ATW04&Issue=ATW-04_20170802_
ATW-04_100&sfvc4enew
s=42&cl=article_2&utm_
rid=CPEN1000003285663&utm
_campaign=11159&utm_
medium=email&elq2=995314
18cbf64f1bb5a2e6fbd928450c

SINGAPORE ACQUIRES ANTI-DRONE RADAR
The Republic of Singapore has
acquired an advanced radar system
which is able to detect and track
even small consumer drones within
a radius of 5km. The Gamekeeper
radar, a counter-drone detection
system, has been installed near the
Singapore Flyer.
According to Aveillant’s website,
Singapore is the “second installation
in (a) major urban environment”, after
Monaco. France’s Charles de Gaulle

Airport is the third location to have
installed the system.
The Gamekeeper system is designed
to detect, track and classify targets
the size of a small consumer drone —
with a cross-section as small as 100
cm sq — in 3D and has a range of up
to 5km.
Unlike a traditional radar system
that scans an area, the Gamekeeper
continuously “floodlights” a volume
of space, gathering 3D positions and
motion information of every object
detected, according to a statement on
Aveillant’s website.
Permits are required to fly unmanned
systems that weigh more than 7kg.
Users of lighter drones must seek
approval to operate them for business
purposes or within restricted zones.
•

Read more at UAS Vision: http://
www.uasvision.com/2017/08/03/
singapore-acquiresgamekeeper-anti-drone-radar/
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INDIAN PILOT
BECOMES
WORLD’S
YOUNGEST
FEMALE
COMMANDER OF
A BOEING 777
Stuff recently reported that an
Indian woman has overcome the
misgivings of her local community
to become the youngest female
commander of a Boeing 777
aircraft in the world.
Anny Divya took the command
of a 777 at the age of 30,
proving wrong those who had
tried to convince her parents it
wasn’t a viable career option.
Growing up in Vijayawada,
Andhra Pradesh in India, Divya
knew she wanted to be a pilot,
even if most of her classmates
planned to follow their
parents’ advice to become
doctors and engineers.
“I fought hard to achieve my
dreams,” she said.
She enrolled in flying school
Indira Gandhi Rashtriya Uran
Akademi at the age of 17 with
her parents’ support, earning a
scholarship and completing her
training at 19.
Hired by Air India, she worked
her way up the ranks, learning
to fly a Boeing 737 in Spain.
She had the option to take
command of the 737, but
decided to hang out “a bit
longer” for the 777.
“It’s the plane I always wanted
to fly,” she said.
•

Read the full story on Stuff:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/
travel/news/95172441/
Indian-pilot-becomesworlds-youngest-femalecommander-of-a-Boeing777?utm_source=dlvr.
it&utm_medium=twitter

‘RED-FLAGGED INSPECTOR’ SUBJECT TO NATIONAL MEDIA
INVESTIGATION
The qualifications claimed by a former
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) inspector
have been under scrutiny by the
media recently and have also followed
a number of questions being asked
within the industry.
Fairfax/Stuff reporters from both The
Press in Christchurch and Wellington’s
Dominion Post were following up on
concerns they had received about
Paul Mitchell Jones, a senior CAA
inspector who played a critical role in
a court battle involving the authority.
As a flight operations inspector, he
has conducted safety checks and
inquiries throughout New Zealand,
including an investigation into the
2015 Fox Glacier crash that killed
seven people.
The recent media inquiry, led by
reporter Julian Lee, described Jones
as a controversial figure within the
aviation industry and said that his
work had attracted serious concerns
from superiors. This also included
allegations that he was not as
qualified as he claimed.
In a recent court affidavit Jones
conceded he overstated his flying
status, admitting he did not have an
Airline Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL),
for both aeroplanes and helicopters,
as stated in his CV. In fact, the report
said, he had neither, although he had
flown the requisite hours.
The report explained that an ATPL is
the highest licence a pilot can earn
in New Zealand and enables the
holder to attain the status of captain.
Helicopters and aeroplanes have
separate licences and Jones claimed
to have earned the two in the late
1990s.

company, said the licence was not a
prerequisite to teach the course.

Jones, Lee reported, resigned from
the CAA earlier this year.

The affidavit came to light in court
where CAA was challenged by
helicopter company Helilogging ,
when their commercial helicopter
logging operations were stopped
by the authority in 2005. The
CAA considered that Helilogging’s
Westland Wessex helicopter as unsafe
for that operation, Lee reported.

Through a spokesperson the CAA
said they were convinced safety had
not been jeopardised in the wake of
these claims.

The Court of Appeal in May allowed
an appeal by Helilogging against a
High Court decision striking out its
claim against the CAA. The CAA is
appealing the decision.
In the articles, Lee noted that Jones’
other claims of past experience also
appear to be overstated. In 2014, he
claimed he “flew in Northern Ireland
with 72 Squadron” in the British Royal
Air Force.

“The CAA has no concerns as to the
quality of the work performed by this
staff member, who was considered
to be competent and knowledgeable.
There are accordingly no aviation
or public safety concerns arising in
relation to this staff member’s work.
“We agree that the public has a
legitimate expectation that we can
demonstrate that staff who occupy a
safety critical role are appropriately
experienced and qualified to fulfil
their roles adequately.”
The spokesperson said the CAA did
not want to release any more details
about Jones’ employment.

Before 72 Squadron was disbanded
in 2002, it had a reputation as one
Britain’s most famous squadrons,
distinguishing itself in both world
wars and in Northern Ireland during
the Troubles.

“While it is appropriate and necessary
to provide reassurance that there are
no issues of public safety arising, it is
not appropriate to discuss publicly
the CAA’s employment relationship
with any of our staff or former staff.”

Jones was said to have revised the
claim in his later affidavit to say
he was actually a member of 655
Squadron that was stationed next
to 72 Squadron at RAF Aldergrove
near Belfast. He said he had flown in
exercises with 72.

Speaking recently at the Aviation New
Zealand Conference in Hamilton, CAA
Director Graeme Harris said that he
sincerely regretted that this event
has occurred.

While 72 flew Wessexs, 655 flew
Lynxs, although Jones now claims he
flew Wessexs in exercises with 72
Squadron.

It was reported that he claimed to
have flown 7500 hours in both planes
and helicopters. The requirement for
an ATPL is a minimum of 1500 hours
of flying time.

In another claim, Jones said he had
been a test pilot for all mission
systems for the AW 159 Wildcat. He
later admitted he flew the simulator
“as all mission systems were trialled
in the simulator before they were
integrated into the actual airframe of
the aircraft”.

In 2013, Jones taught at the
CTC Aviation School as an ATPL
instructor when he did not have the
qualification either. CTC, which is part
of an international aviation training

When Lee approached the former
inspector for his side of the story,
Jones said he was not able to
comment on any of the discrepancies
in his two statements to the court.
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“It is certainly a case where a CAA
staff member did not live up to the
reasonable expectations that the
public have of the state sector,”
Harris said.
The published articles by Julian
Lee can be found at https://
www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/
news/93824772/civil-aviationauthority-inspector-not-asqualified-as-claimed
https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/94363216/pilots-slamcaa-over-redflagged-inspectorwho-investigated-fatalhelicopter-crash

RESA UPDATE: CASE GOES TO THE SUPREME COURT
NZALPA’s legal team, assisted by
noted barrister Hugh Rennie QC,
has appeared at the Supreme Court
regarding the right to maintain the
recent Court of Appeal decision for
the Director of Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) to reconsider his review of the
90-metre safety area for an extended
Wellington Airport runway.

Although this case is regarding the
Wellington Airport’s runway extension
proposal, the New Zealand Airports
Association, which Wellington Airport
is a prominent member of, joins the
CAA in its concern that the Court of
Appeal decision could also affect longhaul flights into airports throughout
New Zealand.

This Supreme Court appeal action,
brought by both Wellington
International Airport Limited (WIAL)
and the CAA, is considering whether
the Court of Appeal decision was
correct in three areas.

In its submission, NZALPA maintains
that a 90-metre safety area, or RESA,
would not be acceptable for the
proposed WIAL runway extension
given that most aircraft accidents
occur during landing and take-off.
These include incidents where the
aircraft “undershoots” (lands or takesoff short of) or “overruns” the end of
the runway.

NZALPA maintains that the Court
of Appeal’s decision was correctly
decided, that the appeal should be
dismissed, and the Director be directed
to reconsider his March 2015 decision
should WIAL maintain that application.

The risk of such incidents, the
submission says, can be likened to
that of an earthquake. Although
the likelihood of an undershoot or
overrun is low when compared to
the total volume of air traffic the
consequences can be catastrophic.
The evidence states, for example,
that a landing undershoot incident at
Wellington Airport would likely result
in the death of all on board.
One critical safety measure to
mitigate the risk of an overrun or
undershoot incident is to provide

In aviation, there is zero tolerance of
any risk to safety, NZALPA said. This
reflects that air passengers concede
personal civil rights (for example
search, seizure, obedience to crew
directions, freedom of movement
and demeanour). They are wholly
dependent on the safe operation of
the aircraft which they board.
Unlike, for example, medical
treatment, passengers receive no
information about risk and give no
informed consent to safety hazards.
The Supreme Court is currently
considering its decision.
Meanwhile, NZALPA has been
advised that the Environment Court
hearing of WIAL’s application for
resource consents associated with
the runway extension has been
adjourned indefinitely.

CREDIT: CHAMELEONSEYE / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The NZALPA submission lists these
as follows. First, what is the meaning
and effect of the wording of the
New Zealand legal requirements for
Runway End Safety Areas (RESA) at
international airports? Secondly, can
the Director of Civil Aviation read down
that wording to include individual
discretionary modifications of it by
him? Finally, was the Director’s March
2015 conditional decision on WIAL’s
application made in error of law?

a RESA. The purpose of RESA is to
provide an area at the end of the
runway within which an overrunning
or undershooting aircraft can come
to a stop, thus reducing damage to
the aircraft and maximising the safety
of those on board. RESAs must be a
cleared and graded area but do not
have to be constructed to the same
specifications as a runway.
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AT A GLANCE: GENERAL ELECTION 2017 – WHAT DOES OUR
INDUSTRY NEED TO KNOW?
EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

TRAINING/TERTIARY

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
/ IMMIGRATION

•

Introducing 90-day trials and a
‘starting-out’ wage

•

•

•

Reductions in ACC levies

Education (Tertiary Education and
Other Matters) Amendment Bill
introduced to:

•

Emphasis on tax reform for small
businesses and contractors to
encourage economic growth

•

Increase the flexibility of funding

•

Further strengthen monitoring and
compliance

•

Reform pay-equity laws

•

Ensure consistent treatment of
tertiary education providers

Continue to fund the Trade
Agenda 2030. This is the National
Government’s trade policy strategy
which directs government funding
to support greater international
trade and continuing negotiations
on Free Trade Agreements
including TPP and EU

•

•

Broaden international and
domestic student protection
arrangements

Commitment to ‘Open Skies’
Agreements

•

Progressively introduce 3 years
of free post-school education,
allowing access to university,
polytechnic or on-job training for
young New Zealanders and those
who have not studied before

•

Seek renegotiation of the TPP;
consider the impact of ‘Open Skies’
Agreements – policy in progress
but no current plans to repeal

•

Strengthen the Labour Market
Test for work visas so they are not
being used for jobs Kiwis can do,
and make skills shortage lists more
regional

•

Require courses for international
students to be high-quality, remove
the ability to work for international
students in low-level courses
except where the work is approved
as part of their study

•

Further develop relationships
within the greater Asia-Pacific
region in recognition of its growing
importance to New Zealand’s
security and wellbeing

•

Ensure family reunion members
are strictly controlled and capped
and there is fairness across all
nationalities

•

Ensure that there is effective labour
market testing to ensure New
Zealanders have first call on New
Zealand jobs

•

Introduce a cap on the number
of older immigrants because of
the impact on health and other
services

•

Make sure effective measures are
put in place to stop the exploitation
of migrant workers with respect to
wages, safety and work conditions

•

Develop strategies to encourage
the regional dispersion of
immigration to places other than
Auckland

•

Increasing the minimum wage to
$16.50 an hour

•

Replacing what Labour refers to as
‘fire at will’ law with fair trial periods
that provide both protection
against unjustified dismissal and a
simple, fair, and fast referee service

•

Introducing Fair Pay Agreements
that set fair, basic employment
conditions across an industry
based on the employment
standards that apply in that
industry

•

Promoting the Living Wage by
paying it to all workers in the core
public service, and extending it to
contractors over time

•

Doubling the number of Labour
Inspectors

•

Change laws that allow individuals
to be employed on a permanent
‘casual’ basis

•

Train New Zealanders in areas of
skill shortages, instead of actively
recruiting offshore; ensure that
hiring New Zealanders is a priority

•

Abolish the ‘starting out wage’ for
young people

•

Incentivise skilled New Zealanders
to stay and work in New Zealand

•

Raise the minimum wage to $20
per hour over three years

•

Encourage employers to take
on unemployed young people
as apprentices by giving them a
wage subsidy equivalent to the
unemployment benefit

•

Reinstate funding for programmes
- like night classes - that support
adult learners to adapt to the
changing world

•

Review the Student Loan Scheme
with a focus on reducing the
burden of debt and increased
access and opportunity

•

Introduce a universal living
allowance which is not subject to
parent means testing as a priority
for all full-time students

•

Immediately introduce a dollarfor-dollar debt write-off scheme so
that graduates in identified areas
of workforce demand may trade
a year’s worth of debt for each
year of paid full-time work in New
Zealand in that area

•

Restore the rights of migrant and
refugee students as ‘new New
Zealanders’ to access student
support
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EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

TRAINING/TERTIARY

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
/ IMMIGRATION

•

Support a complete review of the
Employments Relations Act

•

Support keeping the current zero
interest scheme.

•

•

Improve rights and protection for
casual, seasonal, fixed term and
temporary workers

•

•

Improve workplace democracy
and improve workers’ union
representation and participation in
the future of their work

Ensure that repayment rates reflect
borrowers’ ability to repay by
adjusting the repayment thresholds
to start at a higher income level,
•
and introduce a progressive
repayment scheme.

•

•

•

•

•

Implement international standards
on the right to strike, worker
accident compensation, pay equity
and breastfeeding breaks
Promote multi departmental
collective bargaining of consistent
wages & conditions for state sector
workers
Raise the minimum wage to $17.75
per hour in 2018, and make further
adjustments to ensure it reaches
66 percent of the average wage by
2020

•

•

Work towards a universal student
allowance by progressively
reducing the age at which students
cease to be means tested on their
parents’ income and continue
to raise the parental income
threshold.
Reinstate access to the Student
Allowance for those studying
postgraduate courses
Work towards a public ‘fee-free’
tertiary education system by
capping and then progressively
reducing student fees

Make the minimum wage the same
for all workers, including youth and
employed trainees

•

Lower flat taxes to stimulate the
economy and promote high growth
and low unemployment

•

Open more Partnership Schools –
increasing choice in New Zealand’s
schooling system

•

Cut Working for Families and paid
parental leave payments to high
income earners

•

Increase borrowing limit for
student loan living costs
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Encourage universal membership
and full implementation of the
Biodiversity Convention and the
CITES agreement governing trade
in endangered species
Ensure that we do not import any
goods that have been produced
and/or harvested illegally

•

Support reducing the indebtedness
of poor countries including the
cancellation of ‘odious debt’ that
should never have been granted

•

Promote ethical international
investment, and open crown
investments such as ‘the super
fund’ to public scrutiny

•

Initiate a national-regional ‘ Meeting
of Pacific Cultures’ as part of intercultural dialogue at the United
Nations

•

Take all reasonable steps to
prevent immigration numbers and
the sale of land to rich immigrants
from having an adverse impact on
Aotearoa/NZ and its Taonga

•

Give priority in the skilled migrant
category to skills needed for a
sustainable society and economy

•

Require employers to give
temporary migrant workers at
least the same pay and working
conditions as local workers; allow
temporary workers who possess
valuable skills to apply for residency

•

Require all new voluntary migrants
granted provisional residency
status to demonstrate an
awareness of New Zealand’s laws
and social norms

•

Champion free trade agreements
so New Zealand businesses have
access to large overseas markets
where they can sell more of their
goods and services

•

Continue to be a pro-immigration
party, trimming back overly
generous entitlements such as
pensions after only ten years’
residency

•

Maintain New Zealand’s values
the rule of law as non-negotiable
conditions that all immigrants
must accept

•

Continue to support opening
up trade through bilateral and
multilateral free trade agreements,
as these are the basis of New
Zealand’s prosperity

•

Pursue a free trade and free
movement area between Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and the
United Kingdom (CANZUK)

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS

TRAINING/TERTIARY

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
/ IMMIGRATION

•

•

Increase the accommodation
benefit for tertiary students by 50
percent

•

Establish an internship visa for
skilled migrants to work in the
regions

•

Make a cost of living adjustment to
all student allowances

•

Provide free public transport for all
students

•

Prioritise the residency applications
of those who have skills New
Zealand needs and a job offer that
is relevant to those skills

•

Focus efforts on ensuring that
those who arrive in New Zealand
are supported into training and
employment opportunities

•

Encourage all migrants to consider
themselves as New Zealanders,
by encouraging participation in
community activities and pursuits
amongst migrant groups

•

Ensure that advice and information
are available to businesses to
support them in hiring migrants to
fill skill shortages

•

Remove the need for highly skilled
migrants to have a job to come to.
Skilled migrants would be allowed
to come on a trial basis but they
could only stay if they find skilled
work and can demonstrate their
benefit to the country

•

Reform the study-to-work-toresidency regime for foreign
students so only jobs that meet a
genuine skill criteria are recognised
for residency points

•

Market New Zealand in key source
markets such as the UK, Europe,
Asia and US (taking advantage of
Brexit, nationalism & Trump) as a
tech savvy nation with an attractive
lifestyle

•

Develop reciprocal business/
high skilled visas – these allow
someone to show up and do
business for a greater length of
time than a visitor visa. At the end
of a probation period apply a test
of their contribution to NZ before
approving residency

Not available at time of publication

•

Extend paid parental leave to 56
weeks and allow 14 weeks to be
transferred to a partner

•

Free education for New Zealanders
from the age of 3 years old, right
through to university and beyond

•

Introduce a flexible retirement age

•

A zero-fees policy for tertiary
education in New Zealand in
place of Student Allowances,
accompanied by a push to increase
the quality of tertiary education
and protect the value of New
Zealand degrees

•

TOP intends to slash the tax rates
on salaries and wages, and ask the
owners of assets to pay more

•

Conduct at tertiary sector review
to ensure the sector is keeping up
with the need for lifelong learning
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WOMEN’S ASSISTANCE COORDINATORS TO LAUNCH NZALPA’S NEW
ASSISTANCE FORUM
As NZALPA expands its medical
and welfare offering to include
the Women’s Assistance Line, the
committee has introduced two
Women’s Assistance Coordinators
to lead a women’s forum, and
offer member assistance to female
colleagues.
The Women’s Assistance Forum
will be made up of an experienced

12-woman group of air traffic
controllers and pilot volunteers to
assist with women-specific enquiries
that do not involve significant stress
or mental wellbeing issues.
The forum will provide mutual support
and an information vehicle for women
in aviation. Whether it is juggling the
demands of a healthy work-life balance,
pregnancy, IVF, childcare, infant feeding,

teenagers, empty-nest syndrome,
menopause, sexual harassment and
female-specific medical matters that
can affect wellbeing if not managed
timely and effectively, the forum can
offer assistance.
Air traffic controller Janet Taylor and
pilot Angela Swann-Cronin are the
Women’s Assistance Coordinators.
Uplink asked them a few questions to
get to know them better.

Janet Taylor is originally from Palmerston North and now lives on a lifestyle property
in Halkett (20 minutes west of Christchurch Airport). She gained her Private Pilot Licence
at the Manawatu District Aeroclub ‘many moons ago’ and later pursued a career in
air traffic control after suggestions from the senior pilots at the aeroclub. After some
investigation, she was hooked and has never looked back.
During her 30-year career, her time at Airways New Zealand has seen a few moves
around the country. Following her Rotorua rating, she worked briefly at Tauranga
Tower, then gained her Aerodrome and Approach rating at Hamilton Tower before
moving to Auckland Tower. From there, she worked for around five years on Oceanic,
moving to Christchurch in 2000 to become a full-time instructor at the Training Centre
where she taught Aerodrome and Approach Control to ab-initio students. During that
time, she also worked at Palmerston North Tower before moving to Christchurch Tower.
She currently has a 50/50 role within Airways where her time is shared between being
a Christchurch Tower Controller and an Operational Performance Coach. She works all Air traffic controller Janet Taylor.
three positions in the tower – delivery, ground and aerodrome, while as a coach, Janet supports the Chief Controllers around the
country with their roles and assists with overseeing consistency and standardisation among the towers.
What’s been the highlight of your
career so far?
I have thoroughly enjoyed working
at each location as each brings its
own rewards. My peers are amazing.
However, being an examiner has been
the highlight of my career. I enjoy
the assessment process, up-skilling
others and passing on knowledge.
What’s most difficult about being
an air traffic controller?
Being in the tower during significant
earthquakes certainly has its
moments. To be honest, sitting in an
air-conditioned office with 360-degree
views, being out of the elements,
watching the sunrises, sunsets,
passing fronts and controlling aircraft
is a dream.
What’s the most challenging thing
about being a female controller in
a male-dominated industry?

When I first started out as a 21-yearold controller in Rotorua a few of the
pilots didn’t enjoy being told what to
do by a young female controller. They
certainly voiced their opinion. However,
age and experience has taught me
not to take it to heart, as you cannot
please everyone. As long as you are
by the book – professional, standard,
safe and transparent – then there is no
room for complaints. Females are now
everywhere in the aviation industry, we
are the new norm.
Why did you join NZALPA?
I’ve been a member for about
30 years. I always thought it was
important to have the union’s support
and to be a member of the collective.
What made you volunteer yourself
for the new role of Women’s
Assistance Coordinator?

I have enjoyed my role as a Peer
Support Volunteer (PSV) and
stepping up to Women’s Assistance
Coordinator was the natural next
step. Before joining the Peer
Assistance Network (PAN), I was a
member of Victim Support where
I worked closely with individuals
following a traumatic experience. I
like new roles where the team are
heading into unchartered territory.
The future is exciting and there are
immense benefits in bringing the
worlds of controllers and pilots closer
together as we share similar hurdles
and stressors.
How will the Women’s Assistance
Line operate?
Enquires will initially be made
through the Female PAN Coordinator,
from there it will either be directed
to a PAN PSV or to the Women’s
Assistance Forum.
continued on page 22 ...
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... continued from page 21

Angela Swann-Cronin is from the east coast tribes (iwi) of Ngāti Porou and
Rongowhakaata but was born and raised in Rotorua. As New Zealand’s first Maori
female pilot in the NZ Defence Force, she spent many years away from home before
returning to Rotorua to raise her own family. When she’s not flying, Angela is involved
with community events and motivating young people through guest-speaking roles at
schools and events. Together with her husband, she has two young sons and has built
a straw-bale home on a small block in Rotorua. She currently works as an Air Nelson
First Officer based in Tauranga.
When did you know you wanted to
be a pilot and why?
As a young teen I saw a pilot
recruitment video on TV for the
Air Force. From that point, I knew I
wanted a career as a pilot – full of
adventure, challenge and reward.
How did you find the training?
I trained with the RNZAF in Ohakea
and finished my Wings Course in
Whenuapai in 1999. Training was
difficult but I’m so grateful for the
experience and the career that
followed.
What’s been the highlight of your
career so far?
Flying C130 Hercules into Afghanistan,
and working for the Canadian Forces
for three years.
What’s most difficult about being a
pilot?
These days balancing shift work and
family life.

What’s the most challenging thing
about being a female pilot in a
male-dominated industry?
Early on in my career there weren’t
many women pilots in the RNZAF so
there were moments of isolation and
a lack of mentors. After choosing to
take time out for family my career has
not followed the same progression as
that of my peers.
How long have you been an
NZALPA member?
I joined ALPA as an Eagle pilot in 2014.
Although relatively new to the union,
I’d heard about the good work ALPA
does as a float-plane pilot working for
scenic tourism in Rotorua.
What made you put your hand up
for the role of Women’s Assistance
Coordinator?
I wanted to help other women
in aviation enjoy successful and
fulfilling careers knowing that they
are supported and understood. I
am already an ALPA Peer Support
Volunteer and find the role
extremely fulfilling.
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Pilot Angela Swann-Cronin.

UPCOMING EVENTS
PEER ASSISTANCE NETWORK
COMMITTEE MEETING
(invite only)

IFATCA CONFERENCE
19-21 October 2017, Rydges Hotel, Wellington
NZALPA is proud to host this year’s Asia-Pacific International Federation
of Air Traffic Controllers’ Associations (IFATCA) conference, which will bring
together more than 100 air traffic controllers (ATCs) to discuss important
issues that affect air safety and efficiency.
IFATCA represents more than 50,000 professional ATCs from more than
100 countries. The increase in air traffic in the Asia-Pacific region is forecast
to be significantly higher than any other region in the world within the next
10 years, and the industry needs to establish ways to cope together.
The conference will feature guest speakers from various industry
organisation who will discuss wider international issues affecting the
industry and profession, including automation and the changing role of
an ATC.
2017 Interest-based Bargaining Courses
•
•
•
•
•

3–5 October
17–19 October
31 October–2 November
28–30 November
5–7 December

7 November 2017,
NZALPA House

WOMEN’S ASSISTANCE FORUM
(invite only)
7 November 2017,
NZALPA House

PEER SUPPORT VOLUNTEER (PSV)
TRAINING (invite only)
8 – 10 November 2017,
NZALPA House

CONTACT NZALPA
Web: nzalpa.org.nz
Email: office@nzalpa.org.nz
Tel: 09 255 1500

The interest-based bargaining course, also known as principled negotiation,
has been designed by the NZALPA advocate team who attended the
Harvard Programme on Negotiation in 2016. Participants will be taught
how to get the most out of negotiations and to create better outcomes.
If you are interested in coming along to an interest-based
bargaining course please get in touch with Kyrie Gausden
– legal.secretary@nzalpa.org.nz.

Facebook.com
/nzalpa
@nzalpa
@nzalpa
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